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Subject: College Rep notes from November 15 meeting

I wanted to get these out so we can solidify the adjustments and as a reminder
of action items (bold). In addition to the items in the notes that follow, here are
a couple of others.

Scott - will you please re-submit your numbers to reflect the $80k total. Thank you for taking
this cost savings action!
Ralph - you indicate that you need to send a corrected spreadsheet of actuals. Please get
that to me as soon as possible.
Bill - per my voice mail, I need some corrections/modifications to your numbers. Call if you
have questions.

John, you have a couple of to-do's listed below. Thanks for pursuing the paper cost savings
and for working with Adam to reduce ULib's toner cost.

Attending - Ralph, Alex, Don, Arnold, Chris, John R, John S, Adam, Kevin, Scott, Chris

Ops
CoEHD $15k surplus - drop request to $80k which is a 13% decrease
CEAS - 1% decrease
HCoB - 2% increase but Ralph needs to re-work the numbers
Library - adjusted consumable increase to match what the increase was from the previous
year - approx. $12k (30% increase for paper and 40% increase for toner from last years
actuals) - dropped request from $82k to $69k This equated to a 16% increase
Aviation submitted a report - requested figure was a 5% increase (from 24,275 to 25,475)
CHHS - 15% increase is projected with student help, unable to get as many, if any, Work
Study students
CFA - 7% increase is with consumables, particularly cartridges

Overall - 3% increase over last years figure - $752,521 to $778,664

Greg to provide new template to include previous years projections, actuals and
the coming years projections - new version will be in the Briefcase
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Too much variance in paper cost - John will work with Home Depot to get better
prices and present to Logistical Services
John will also work with Adam to see if they can get Dell cartridges at a better
price

Adobe
John will get current Labstats estimates of usage
Everyone should keep the talked about cost of the CC license confidential until
Greg talks to Auxiliary. However, for planning purposes, use a range of $150 - $190 for
year license cost
CAS will work to get a more realistic departmental estimate
New DCP lab totals are as follows -
CAS - 272
CoA - 0
CEAS - 90
CoEHD - 75
CFA - needs to stay at 225
CHHS - 20
HCoB - 267

Microsoft license cost back to DCP? Nothing is anticipated at this time as the goal was to
fund the MS license with the rebate dollars from the tech portal purchases.

Around the table
CoEHD - iPad initiative; met with general counsel and business services and they will draft a
liability form to accept responsibility - breakout rooms expense for bulbs, etc.
CHHS - use Bluewater for college owned AV repair and replacement
OIT - Labstat phase II - non-DCP labs
CEAS - provided 5 year projected hardware budget
CAS - college contributed $84k on 59 units - mapping out a 5 year plan - has added term
appointment tech support (grade 16, IT support specialist)
HCoB - 120 systems in the request cycle
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